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TEXADELPHIA RESTAURANT & BAR OPENS IN MEMORIAL  

  

(HOUSTON, TX – MEMORIAL) November 2020  

  

Texadelphia – the legendary Home of the Original Texas Cheesesteak- is opening a new 

location in Hedwig Village near Memorial High School in the Moody National Development.  The 

official opening will be this Monday, November 16, 2020, at 9655 Katy Freeway, Suite 3110, 

Houston, Texas 77024 (Gaylord Drive side- I-10 & Bunker Hill).  This new location marks the 

first time Texadelphia has come to the Memorial area featuring indoor/outdoor dining. 

  

The Memorial location is not just your average sandwich shop serving outstanding cheesesteaks, 

burgers, wings, carb-friendly salads, and multiple appetizers with its “world famous queso” and 

mustard blend sauce. Texadelphia locations, such as the new spot in Memorial, set in the full-

service mode now boast a full bar with regular Happy Hour specials and offer the legendary food 

in a family friendly establishment surrounded with authentic sports and music memorabilia. There 

is a large patio and green space available for outdoor dining and live music.   

 

In addition to the elevated re-brand, Texadelphia has partnered with Food Networks Chopped 

Champion Chef Shannen Tune to curate specialty menu items, including a top rated patty melt 

featuring an award winning tomato onion jam and new vegetarian options to accommodate health 

and dietary restrictions.  

 

To quench thirsts, the new Texadelphia locations, including Memorial, have also invested in the 

curation of Houston’s well-known mixologist, Matt Tanner, who has created an innovative and 

new beverage menu. 
  

The latest in Houston locations is developed by Summit Interests I, LP, a partnership led by local 

attorney Jeremy Sanders. Summit, currently the largest Texadelphia franchisee, owns and operates 

all of the locations in the Greater Houston Area, with Texadelphia locations in Galveston (1228 

Seawall Blvd), Vintage Park (Hwy 249 and Louetta), and Katy (Westgreen and I-10). 

  

“We are excited for all Texadelphia fans to see the latest location in Memorial,” Jeremy Sanders 

stated.  “Our goal is to consistently combine the great food of Texadelphia with the ideal sports 

bar and family friendly environment,” he added. “We think you will really enjoy the experience.”  

  

The Memorial Texadelphia opens at 11a.m. daily and offers catering and bookings for private 

parties. 
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For more information, please contact restaurant management at Memorial@texadelphia.com or 

call 713.337.0331. 

  

About Texadelphia 

First opened in Austin, TX, in 1981, Texadelphia prides itself on taking the Philadelphia 

cheesesteak and adding a Texas flair and fresh ingredients for a one of kind taste experience. Our 

slogan is “inspired in Philly and perfected in Texas.”  

  

Texadelphia also serves outstanding burgers, wings, carb-friendly salads, multiple appetizers and 

its “world famous queso.” Texadelphia features all FRESH ingredients – including the highest 

quality USDA beef, original Philadelphia Amoroso bread delivered from Pennsylvania and served 

fresh each day, house-made sauces and homemade salsa & queso. 
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